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Abstract. is paper presents a modular de-
sign concept of autonomous navigation software
for planetary rovers. e software covers major
navigation functions such as autonomous locali-
sation and mapping, visual rock detection, and
path planning. e proposed design includes a
generic data pipeline which produces a sequence
of data products based on sensory raw data. To
effectively and efficiently integrate the various de-
sign elements, Robot Operating System (known
as ROS) is used as the middleware framework to
implement the generic data pipeline and synthe-
size various navigation functions in terms of ROS
nodes. e paper also presents test results of the
proposed software implemented within the Sur-
rey Rover Autonomous Software and Hardware
Testbed (SMART) based on real and artificial data.

1 Introduction

For planetary rovers, autonomous navigation is desir-
able since responsive remote operation is not possible
due to communication latency. Design of onboard au-
tonomous navigation software is therefore important
to effective operation of the rover. Advanced naviga-
tion software should allow the rover to autonomously
build maps of its environment, identify its own location
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within themap, and be able to plan an optimal path for a
given target. ese functions involve processing sensory
data from different sources, at different frequencies and
qualities. Traditionally the data processing is designed
independently within each navigation function and not
shared between functions [11]. is can cause duplica-
tion of data products or prevent useful data product to
be shared by more than one function. is paper ad-
dresses this issue by proposing a generic data pipeline
process that links all the key navigation functions such
as localization, mapping, and path planning, etc. ese
functions are effectively integrated using strategy pat-
tern design (see [1]) into software modules for encapsu-
lating interchangeable algorithms.

As navigation software frequently embraces new al-
gorithms and techniques, it is also useful to employ
a generic and modular framework at the software ar-
chitectural level so that the system can be easily re-
configured to add or remove algorithms without dra-
matic change of the software architecture. is is in line
with the general concept of common data pipeline men-
tioned above. anks to latest development of Robot
Operating System (ROS) [15] for terrestrial robotics, a
common software framework can be designed in a sim-
ilar manner and hence demonstrated based on ROS. In
this paper, algorithms for three major navigation func-
tions are implemented in software modules or ROS
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nodes, which are also used to demonstrate the generic
data pipeline products for rover environment modelling.

Section 2 of the paper outlines the challenges for de-
signing rover autonomous navigation software and lit-
erature work. Section 3 presents the proposed design
method to achieve standard data pipeline and module
design for the navigation software. In Section 4 imple-
mentation using SMART is described including exam-
ples of experimental results obtained in laboratory con-
ditions. Finally, Section 5 gives a conclusion and sug-
gests possible future work.

2 RelatedWork

For a planetary rover, the mission is normally a goal to
reach a specific location in its surrounding area where
subsequent in-situ scientific investigation and sample
collection is required, as outlined in [17]. Autonomous
rover navigation often makes use of waypoint navigation
that integrates different sources of sensory data. is is
a procedure that guides the rover movement by defining
a sequence of waypoints as a route to accomplish. e
rover navigation system has always been divided into
various functions or tasks essential to the navigation pro-
cess. Typically, the functions are for path planning, rock
detection, localisation, mapping and mission control for
goal designation [11]. Each function requires particular
processing of the raw sensor data for further real-time
decision-making [10, 9, 3].

Most rover navigation combines autonomous func-
tions with sporadic human inputs from ground con-
trol as described in [7]. In most cases human inter-
vention is limited and delayed. Reliable autonomous
navigation is highly desirable but it also means that the
rover needs to rely on exhaustive methods for analysing
terrain conditions to generate a safe route and motion
plan [14]. In recent work [4], long-range navigation
strategies have been introduced to rovers which con-
dense visual information into representative data struc-
tures. Work by [20] focuses on prototyping new rover
navigation software for long distance traversal with ap-
plication to future missions such as Exomars, making
use of experience from terrestrial applications.

e work presented in this paper focuses on navi-
gation software design that facilitates interactions be-
tween individual functions. Also, modular real-time
processes are described by communicating standardised
data products, as in [2]. e data products derived from
camera [19] and/or LIDAR scans provide models of

the rover environment. e model built on exchange-
able data products are integrated into different software
modules using ROS open source framework [15]. As a
result, the proposed software design offers a generic ap-
proach for implementing navigation system and a data
processing pipeline.

3 Proposed data pipeline &modular design

Figure 1 illustrates the proposed data pipeline from sen-
sor calibration (for acquiring raw data) to higher level
data products. e pipeline standardise the sequence of
data processing so that generic data products can be gen-
erated systematically to serve multiply navigation func-
tions, such as localization, mapping, obstacle detection
and path planning. Some data products can be related
to environment models for the rover (such as keypoints
and maps). Within the same level of product, data fu-
sion could have been performed if more than one type of
sensory data is used such as using Data Fusion process
model described in [6].

In this specific design, data processing goes through
three broad stages in order to generate a map for rover
navigation. It begins with pre-processing of raw sen-
sor data (or data enhancement) and the sensor calibra-
tion to remove systematic and random noise. After-
wards, the enhanced data is redefined in its size and for-
mat according to relevant navigation function. e data
product of the second stage transforms raw data into
features describing rover environment. e last stage
makes use of space projections in 2D/3D to generate
distinctive map(s) for each navigation function. e fi-
nal data product is therefore a map or model of the rover
environment. e map is constantly updated.

e strategy pattern design methodology described
in [1] is used to integrate the data pipeline with different
navigation functions. ere are three patterns involved
in the proposed design (see Figure 2):

• Strategy: Also known as policy, is a class that con-
tains a definition of the stages of data processing.

• Concrete Strategy: ese are elements that imple-
ment specificmethods for data control according to
autonomous navigation functions.

• Context: In this use case, the class context contains
a ROS node for its interaction and communication
with messages/services within other strategies.

Effectively, a general strategy is used to represent
the proposed data pipeline process. ree concrete
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F . A data pipeline process of rover navigation with relations to three navigation functions

strategies are defined with their individual specifications
and requirements to represent three different navigation
functions and also to encapsulate relevant algorithms in
a changing context. To standardise such concrete strate-
gies, the input and output of data products are described
as system states. As a result, the pattern definition is
realised according to the requirements of independently
processed functions. e overall process produce in each
step a data product within the pipeline and will generate
an environment model of the rover.

is modular software design is realized using ROS
which is an open source midware or meta-OS for robots
(http://ros.sourceforge.net, [5, 15]). Interfaces for data
transitions are asynchronously communicated by pub-

lishing existent data in particular data flows, following
data architecture defined in ROS. e data products are
generated by interfaces of each transition step defined
for autonomous functions that are implemented accord-
ing to the general policy. e implementation of these
interfaces standardises the data product transitions and
facilitates the organisation of information in a pipelined
process. Each concrete policy is also implemented as
a ROS node. A ROS node is defined by a base class
definition in which the general policy is implemented.
Finally, the pattern context is placed in a ROS node that
makes the publishing of available information through
a pipeline process. e overall software is conformed
by independently executed ROS nodes that generate
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F . System overview of general strategy (upper left block),
concrete strategies (lower blocks) and context (upper right block).

generic data products as topics. However, the content
of each topic is specified by each navigation function.

4 System implementation & testing

e proposed software design is implemented within
the Surrey Rover Autonomous Software and Hard-
ware Testbed (SMART). Figure 3 shows its software
overview. e SMART implements major navigation
functions with atuation and sensory functions all as soft-
ware modules on-board its rover platform.

4.1 Localisation andMapping

Within SMART, this module uses a SLAM (Simul-
taneous Localisation and Mapping) approach that pro-
vides a reactive calculation of the rover position and
heading while building a sparse map of visual features
using an information filter [18]. emodule uses SURF
features [8] as visual key points and translates them to
3D landmarks once they are filtered from noise and
it obtains values of their uncertainty. Figure 4 illus-
trates how the SURF feature points (in green) are ex-

F . Software system overview of SMART

tracted from the images producing 3D landmarks (in
red) through matching and triangulation. Figure 5
presents an example output representing a sparse 3D
map of the environment and the corresponding rover
trajectory.

4.2 Rock Detection

is robot function detects rocks within the rover’s field
of view by a supervised learning process using image data
(see details in [16, 13]). Rocks are detected by finding
changes in intensity and size from input examples and
learning a binary classification for the pixels. A linear
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier is used to lo-
cate rock features in image data by running a binary clas-
sification of pixels. A set of rock features is subsequently
interconnected through a standard breadth-first search
algorithm. is process offers a mask to the input image
with rock candidates. Each individual group of candi-
date pixels from the rock masks is checked for corre-
spondence to a rock. is procedure is realised through
heuristic methods that operate on the shape and the tex-
ture of the candidate rock’s image region. e gener-
ated data product is a list of rocks from a candidate rock
mask. Finally, the centre point of each detected rock is
transformed from image-view 2DR coordinates to 3DW

world coordinate system. Since the depth information is
not available from the 2D image, it is assumed that a set
of observable stable 3D key points and their locations in
the image is given (i.e. by invoking a Depth Estimation
component of the Localisation and Mapping module).

e output of rock detection function is presented
in 6.
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F . Image sequence acquired from the PANGU simulator [12] with overlaid SURF key points (green) and triangulated 3D
landmarks (red).

F . Example SLAM output: sparse map of visual land-
marks and the estimated rover trajectory.

4.3 Path Planning

is module is a route generator to reach a pre-located
goal in a simulated planetary environment. e route is
obtained as a result of calculating the minimal cost be-
tween distances from available waypoints with a graph
search algorithm. In the scope of this research, the way-
points are considered as coordinates that identify posi-
tions in robot’s physical space during terrestrial naviga-
tion. In specific, this function aims to produce a route
as a collection of waypoints that guide the rover to its
goal by avoiding rocks and obstacles

e algorithm’s objective is to estimate the robot’s
control actions by defining a world state according to its
wheel velocities, position and available space informa-
tion found in maps. is information is asynchronously
provided as input by the robot functions. Furthermore,
we make use of an agent to collect the information and

F . Tested images showing detected rocks (in green), missed
rocks (in red) and sky (in blue).

find the actions to follow the route and produce robot
mobility.

e methods’ performance is measured by properties
that characterise its efficiency by a) Priority buffer, b)
Amount of visited cells during route generation, c) En-
durance of the algorithm in total cycles for replanning
and d) Route length bymeasuring the total steps as route
sections to cover. e experiment setting up is defined
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F . Graphs for metrics of path planning: Priority buffer, amount of visited cells, amount of cycles after each re-planning total
requires steps.

by incrementally discovered maps and rock-based cost
maps for generating a search space comparison among
the a AStar (A*), Dijkstra and light Dstar (LD*) meth-
ods.

e methods functionality is graphically described in
Figure 8. On the one hand, the functionality of Dijk-
stra methods shows an initialisation that requires plenty
of robot’s search space. Moreover, AStar (A*) and light
Dstar (LD*) methods maintain a lower proportion of
use of resources for path planning. On the other hand,
the incremental search characteristics of Dstar (LD*)
method accumulate search space size over time. e
methods performance comparison is presented in Fig-
ure 7

As a result, we identify the importance of initialising
the search space with as much cells as possible and to
make use of re-planning with a reduce search space. In
specific, we made use of A* for initial propagation and
keeping cost of the shortest path (G-value) from the ex-
plored cells based on a map. Moreover, experimental
testing shows that by using Light D* with a re-planning
based on the potential field constructed by new and pre-

viously updated cells.

5 Conclusions & future work

e proposed design provides a generic framework to
navigation software making use of data pipeline to
generate environment models from independently pro-
cessed navigation functions. On the one hand, software
modules are built using ROS protocols such as defin-
ing concrete policies for each navigation function. ROS
is the middle-ware to encapsulate different algorithms
for the functions. On the other hand, the functions
are also part of a pipeline process to standardise sensor
data into data products. e overall performance dur-
ing rover navigation describes the robot state with a col-
lection of performance variables updated through sen-
sory data. e software design was implemented within
SMART and test results were shown based on both sim-
ulated and real data.

In the future, more integrated tests should be per-
formed to demonstrate the system-level performance
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F . Search space for different path planning algorithms:
First row is Dijkstra; Second row is A* and the last line is light
DStar (LD*)

including integrated data products. e current data
pipeline design only covers data from exteroceptive sen-
sors which can be extended to include proprioceptive
sensor data.
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